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Unlocking Email's Potential:
 

Quincy Takes HORNE's Campaign 
Revenue to $479K



Problem
HORNE is a premier luxury furniture retailer known for
bringing authentic modern design to the US market. Despite
already enjoying success with their automated email flows,
they wanted to go above and beyond in connecting with their
valued customers in a truly authentic way. Prior to working
with Quincy, HORNE's email campaigns were primarily
focused on sales and promotions, but they wanted to offer
more value to their subscribers beyond discounts.
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Process
To achieve this, we at Quincy created a weekly newsletter series
that perfectly aligned with HORNE's brand identity while
catering to the interests of their audience. Each newsletter
featured a curated selection of products, accompanied by
engaging stories and editorial content. Our team also paid
careful attention to the design and overall aesthetic of the
emails, ensuring that they were mobile-optimized for easy
reading on-the-go. We further enhanced the effectiveness of
the campaign through strong segmentation techniques and
tailored messaging for trade customers.
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Results
The results of our efforts were nothing short of impressive. 

The newsletter series generated an additional $36,000 in
revenue within its first 4 weeks and it continued to drive
growth over the years, increasing attributed campaign
revenue by 75% YoY in 2020, and a further 27% YoY in 2021
to $479,000.
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Want results
like these?

Quincy

HORNE's story is a shining example of the kind of impact that
a carefully crafted email marketing strategy can have on a
business. At Quincy, we're dedicated to helping companies
like yours achieve the same level of success through our
expert campaign management services. 

If you're ready to take your email marketing efforts to the
next level, learn more about what we can do for you or get in
touch with us today!

Lydia@quincy.agency

@quincy.agency

@Lydiafordquincy
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